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A few months back we introduced you to an up and coming rap artist from Washington Heights
in Manhattan.The Lat
in flavor he adds to his music makes him a stand out in the normal rap / hip-hop game. (Read
the interview  
HERE
)

We told you then that he was getting his props and that he was making his mark in the rap
/hip-hop game. His song ‘The Cadillac Song’ was one of the first tracks that started to get air
play and started what has turned into his 'shine''.

After ’The Cadilac Song ‘ (which by the way features ‘Da Blackness and Denise) started getting
noticed, Minus P just did not sit back and relax.

He has been steadily on the grind and now the product of his hard work is about to drop for
everyone to check out.

His first solo album ‘Welcome to the Heights’ will be released on or about Nov.1st,2004. (This is
the music industry and we all know things happen).

The album is 17 tracks, making almost a hour of Minus P joints for you to bump.

WITH PRODUCTION BY: OUTTHERE, Shayan Nikaeein, Ydizee, Y.A., Bean One, MATRAXXZ
and Minus P; and featuring Da Blackness, Amanda D, Tims, Fresco and Denise This is sure to
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make another mark in the rap game.

The now famous ‘The Cadillac Song’ is even on the album.

And if that isn’t enough to get you interested, Minus P has such pride in this work that he told
me “A lower quality FULL version of the album will be available on the site www.minusp.com   
once the album is out for sale for preview, so listeners can see that the work is worth copping!”

I have put the cover art and a full tracklist in the releases. Click  HERE   to check it out.

With some of the artist we have reppin the game now it is good to see an artist like Minus P
getting his ‘shine’. Hopefully this album will inform the entire rap / hip-hop community to what a
lot of us have known for awhile: Minus P is a plus, and it is about time he get’s his 'shine''.

Check out the album and if you need more proof go to the Minus P web site and listen before
you buy, but don’t sleep on this.
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A ‘Big Up’s’ to Minus P and we wish ya all the best with this drop.
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